Individual differences in prepulse inhibition of startle as a measure of individual dopamine function.
This study investigated whether individual differences in prepulse inhibition (PPI) of the acoustic startle reflex reflect meaningful trait differences in the function of dopaminergic substrates that regulate it. Baseline PPI of individual rats showed strong test-retest reliability across 3 consecutive test days, and there was a significant negative correlation between individual baseline PPI and both disruption of PPI produced by apomorphine and facilitation of PPI by haloperidol. The test-retest reliability and the inverse association between baseline PPI and drug-induced effects were stronger with 8-10 dB prepulses compared with less intense prepulses. These results demonstrate that individual differences in baseline PPI predict individual differences in sensitivity of PPI to drugs that affect the dopamine system and that PPI produced by more intense prepulses may be more representative of these individual differences.